Text-based games are suitable test-beds for designing agents that can learn by interaction with the environment in the form of natural language text. Very recently, deep reinforcement learning based agents have been successfully applied for playing text-based games. In this paper, we explore the possibility of designing a single agent to play several text-based games and of expanding the agent's vocabulary using the vocabulary of agents trained for multiple games. To this extent, we explore the application of recently proposed policy distillation method for video games to the text-based game setting. We also use text-based games as a test-bed to analyze and hence understand policy distillation approach in detail.
Introduction
Representation of data plays a major role in any machine learning task. Success of deep learning methods can be mainly attributed to their ability to learn meaningful task specific representations. While the initial success of deep learning was due to unsupervised pre-training [1] , [4] , with the availability of large amount of labeled data and modern architectures and algorithms, end-to-end supervised training is the dominating strategy. However, Natural Language Processing (NLP) is one field in which pre-trained word embeddings [6] , [10] have been successfully used in several downstream techniques. While language modeling is the common task for learning word representations, human beings learn the language mainly by interaction.
Interaction based language learning has been recently explored in the context of learning to play text-based games [8] and dialogue based language learning [17] . [8] proposed a Q-learning agent called LSTM-DQN which learnt to play simple Multi-User Dungeon (MUD) games by applying reinforcement learning. [8] also showed that by initializing the word embeddings of LSTM-DQN with embeddings pre-trained from a different game, one can achieve faster learning. However training a new agent for every new game has severe limitations. Even though one can transfer knowledge from previous games to the new game, it is still a one-way knowledge transfer.
The goal of this paper is to design a single agent which can learn to play all the games and have all-way knowledge transfer between these games. We achieve this by applying policy distillation method explored in [11] for DQN to LSTM-DQN model. Even though this is a straight-forward application of policy distillation, it is not guaranteed that policy distillation will work for LSTM-DQN architecture as different games have different vocabulary. We empirically verify that policy distillation indeed works for LSTM-DQN. Also, unlike video game agents, text-based game agents learn word embeddings in the representation layer which can be helpful for other tasks. In this paper, we show that policy distillation is the better way of expanding the language of one agent from several agents. We also provide deeper insights into how policy distillation functions using heat maps of the representation and control modules of the agent.
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2 Related Work [8] proposed a simple LSTM-DQN architecture for learning text based games. The action space in this architecture was restricted to be of one action word and one object word (e.g. go east). [2] considered games where the action space is also a natural language text. [13] introduced mazebase, an environment for designing text based games and applied policy gradient methods with curriculum based training.
Deep Q-Networks [7] have been initially proposed for learning arcade games. Ever since the proposal of DQN, it has been extended in several ways [14, 12, 15] . [11] introduced a policy distillation approach for designing single agent that can play multiple games. This paper is an application of policy distillation method proposed in [11] for text-based games. Text-based games, unlike arcade video games, are interesting test-bed for understanding the policy distillation algorithm. Different games can have different vocabulary (with possible overlap in the vocabulary). Also it is easy to create simple text-based game environments with contradicting state dynamics which will shed some light on the effect of policy distillation.
3 Multi-task Distillation Agent for learning representations from multiple sources LSTM-DQN agent proposed in [8] differs from the standard DQN agent [7] in two ways. Firstly, since the state is a sequence of words in the case of text-based games, LSTM-DQN uses an LSTM layer for state representation instead of a convolutional layer. This LSTM layer will have different vocabulary for different games. Following [8] a whole sentence is passed through the LSTM word by word and an output is generated by it for every word. The mean of all these outputs of LSTM is passed to the next fully connected layer of the network. Secondly, MUD-games use multi-word textual commands as actions. For each state in the game, we predict Q-values of all possible actions and all available objects using the same network. An average of the Q-values of the action a and the object o is used as a measure of the Q-value of the entire command (a, o).
Now we describe our method to learn language representations from multiple games with stochastic textual descriptions. First we train n single-game LSTM-DQN teachers (T ) separately. We want a single agent to be able to play all n games, therefore we train a separate student neural network (S) to learn the optimal policies of each of these games. Each of the n expert teachers produce a set of state-action and state-object values which we store along with inputs and game labels in a memory buffer. A separate memory buffer is maintained for each game as shown in Figure 1a and training happens sequentially, i.e training is done one by one, on samples drawn from a single game buffer at a time. As we have n different games and each game has to output an action and object at each time-step, the student network S has a controller which can shift between n different action, object output modules as shown in Figure 1b . The student network uses the input game label to switch between the corresponding modules.
The outputs of the final layer of the teachers are used as targets for the student S, after passing through a softmax function with a temperature parameter(τ ). The targets to the student S are thus given by softmax(
, where q T is the vector of Q-values of Teacher T . The outputs of the final layer of the student S are also passed through a softmax function and can be given by softmax(q S ), where q S is the vector of Q-values of Student S. KL divergence loss function is used to train the student network S.
is generated by Teacher T , where each sample consists of a short observation sequence s i and a vector q i of un-normalized Q-values with one value per action and one value per object. In simpler terms, q i is a concatenation of the output action and object value function distributions. We call this agent as multi-task distillation agent. This is a straight-forward extension of distillation agent for video games proposed in [11] to text-based games.
For comparison, we also train a multi-task LSTM-DQN agent. For multi-task LSTM-DQN, the approach is similar to single-game learning: the network is optimized to predict the average discounted return of each possible action given a small number of consecutive observations. Like in multi-task distillation, the game is switched every episode, separate replay memory buffers are maintained for each task, and training is evenly interleaved between all tasks. The game label is used to switch between different output modules as in multi-task policy distillation, thus enabling a different output layer, or controller, for each game. With this architecture in place, the multi-task LSTM-DQN loss function remains identical to single-task learning.
Experiments and Analysis
In this section, we do an extensive analysis of policy distillation applied to LSTM-DQN. Specifically, we are interested in answering the following questions:
1. How to learn multiple games with contradicting state dynamics? 2. What is the mechanics of multi-task policy distillation? 3. What can we say from the visualization of word embeddings? 4. How to do transfer learning using policy distillation? 5. How is the performance of policy distillation when compared to multi-task LSTM-DQN?
We first explain the text-based game environment used in the experiments before reporting our findings.
Game Environment
We conduct experiments on 5 worlds which we have built upon the Home World created by [8] 1 . For our vocabulary expansion experiments, we have created multiple worlds, such that no two of the worlds have identical vocabulary. Out of the 5 worlds we created, game-4 and game-5 have a different layout. The games have a vocabulary of 90 words on an average. Every room has a variable set of textual descriptions among which one is randomly provided to the agent on entering that room. The quests (tasks given to the agent) and room descriptions are structured in a similar fashion to [8] in order to constrain an agent to understand the underlying information from the state so as to achieve higher rewards. Each of the 5 worlds consists of four rooms -a bedroom, a living room, a garden, and a kitchenthat can be connected in different ways as shown in Figure 2 . Each room has an object that the player can interact with. The player has to figure out the right room and the object to interact with based upon the given quest. "eat pizza", "go west" etc. are few examples of possible interactions of the player with the environment. There is no stochasticity in transitions between the rooms. The start states are random and the player can spawn into any random room with a random quest provided to it. The state representation that the player has, contains a textual description of its current state and quest. The action set and quests that are given to the agent in all 5 games are the same. We have also added alternate descriptions for all the rooms in different games.
We use the same evaluation metrics and procedure as used in [8] . To measure an agent's performance we use the cumulative reward acquired per episode averaged over multiple episodes and the fraction of episodes in which the agent was able to complete the quest within 20 steps during evaluation. The best value for average reward a player can get is 0.98, since each step incurs a penalty of −0.01. In the worst case scenario the goal room can be diagonally opposite to the start room and so in order to obtain the best score the agent should be completing the given task within 2 to 3 steps without selecting any wrong command. Giving a negative reward for every step also enables the agent to optimize the number of steps.
How to learn multiple games with contradicting state dynamics?
In this section we analyze the performance of multi-task policy distillation agent (student) when the game state dynamics are contradicting. We use expert trajectories from games 1, 2, 4 as teacher's to our student network. Game 1, 2 have same layout and game 4 has a different layout as can be seen in Figure 2 . We first train a student network with the size of the first linear layer as 50.
In Figure 3 we see that after around 1000 training steps, the student is not only able to complete 100% of the tasks given to it but additionally it also is able to get the best average reward possible on all the 3 games. Note that the size of the 1 st linear layer for the teacher networks is 100 which is double of that of the smaller student network used here. Even though student network had lesser number of parameters, it was able to learn all the games completely and was able to perform on par with the teacher networks eventually. This highlights the generalization capabilities of multi-task policy distillation method for text-based games. An interesting observation that can be made from 3a is that, initially for all the games the average reward increased but around 400 training steps the average reward for the game 4 started decreasing and after a while it started increasing again. Similar phenomenon can observed in the Figure 3b too. One reason for this we suspect is that, the layout of game 4 is completely different compared to the other games. Due to this factor, an update in the network weights in the direction of game 1, 2 could negatively affect it's performance on game 4. To strengthen our belief, we performed the same experiments with doubled size of the 1 st Linear layer.
From the training curves for Game 4 in Figure 4 , we observe that the learning is much more steadier and faster compared to the smaller student network experiments 4.2. Making the network wider enhances the modelling capability of the student network. The results in Figure 4 indicate that, with more modelling power, the student can learn much faster on contrasting domains. 
What is the mechanics of multi-task policy distillation?
Intrigued by the positive results obtained on simply widening a single layer in the student network, we went a step further to interpret the intricacies of the student network. In this experiment, we analyze how inputs from different games affect different parts of the student network. In order to do this, we compare jacobians evaluated for different combinations of network layers for different games. 100 states are sampled from a single game at once, and the jacobians are calculated with these states as input's to the network. Subsequently, we take an average over the jacobians evaluated over the 100 sampled states. This process is repeated for the next game and once we have the average jacobian matrices for the required games, we normalize the corresponding jacobian matrices and then scale the absolute values of elements in the resultant matrices to 255. Final heat-maps are generated for the scaled matrices and can be seen in the Figure 5 We see that in case of both the smaller and larger student network, the heat-maps for combination 1 are very similar where as most of the contrast can be visualized only in the heat-maps for combination 2 & 3. In the Table  1 we numerically quantify the similarities and dissimilarities between the heat-maps. For this we take an average of the absolute values of difference between the maps for game 1 & 4 for different combinations of network layers. These results indicate that the learning in the multi-task policy distillation is two-fold. Firstly, a part of the network, the portion between input and ReLU Layer, is specializing to learning something universal and generalizable from different game sources. The results in Section 4.3 motivate us to believe that this portion is responsible for learning generalizable representations from multiple game sources. Secondly, the portions of network between different controllers and the ReLU layer are learning the corresponding game specific information. This especially is the reason why making this part of the network deeper or wider will help get better performance on the complex games as can be seen in Section 4.2. 
What can we say from the visualization of word embeddings?
In this section we analyze the t-SNE [5] embeddings learnt by the multi-task policy distillation method on learning games 1,2 and 3 combined and compare them with the embeddings learnt by corresponding single game teachers. We train a new student network for this experiment. Games 1,2, and 3 all have the same layout but have different vocabularies. For this we first passed every word in the vocabulary of a game through the LSTM layer and took its output and then projected it onto a 2 dimensional space using t-SNE algorithm [5] and plotted the representations. This was done for all the teacher networks and the student network. In this experiment we used a student network of same size as that of corresponding teacher networks. From the Figure 7 and Figure 8 , we can infer that the word embeddings learnt by a single student network are much more compact and better clustered as compared to those learnt by multiple single game teachers. Also, the number of outliers in the clusters are much less in the case of student embeddings as can be seen in the Figure 7 .
We believe that the student network is able to associate words with the rooms and the tasks (quests) better than the teacher networks, by benefiting from textual descriptions from different games. One more factor that could enable student to learn better language representations is that, in the process of policy distillation only the final optimal policies of the teacher are learnt by the student network. These stable targets to the student network could help the network to learn better, unlike the case of LSTM-DQN teachers training where the network has to represent a series of policies that are obtained in the policy iteration cycle of the Q-learning Algorithm. 
How to do transfer learning using policy distillation?
Going a step further in comparing the utility of representations learnt by the student with that of a single game teacher, we created game 5 which has parts of its vocabulary common with each of the games 1, 2, 3. We used single game teachers T 1 ,T 2 ,T 3 trained on games 1, 2, 3 respectively. The student which we will denote by S is trained using these expert teachers T 1 ,T 2 ,T 3 . For this experiment we take the Game 5 and train 4 agents A 1 , A 2 , A 3 , A 4 by fixing the embeddings of possible words with the embeddings learnt by T 1 ,T 2 ,T 3 and S respectively. Here, by possible words we mean those words that are common between the already learnt network's game source and game-5. The transferred embeddings are fixed and are not updated during training. The embeddings for the words that are not common are initialized randomly just as in the case of a normal LSTM-DQN teacher.
We also train two more agents, one is A 5 that has all the word embeddings initialized randomly, and other is A 6 which has all the possible word embeddings from game-5 initialized using all possible embeddings from teachers T 1 ,T 2 ,T 3 at the same time. In the case of A 6 when there is more than one possible embedding source for a word, the source is chosen randomly. Agent A 5 an A 6 serve as baselines for this experiment.
From the Figure 9 we infer that the teacher A 4 that had embeddings initialized from the student S is able to learn much faster than the others. Most importantly, we see that it performs better than A 6 , which is the usual method for language expansion. This strengthens our belief that student is able to learn useful representations of language from multiple game sources.
How is the performance of policy distillation when compared to multi-task LSTM-DQN?
In this section we analyze the performance of the multi-task LSTM-DQN. We trained a multi-task LSTM-DQN agent on games 1, 2, 3. The performance of this method is very bad as compared to the multi-task policy distillation method as can be seen in Figure 10 . The multi task LSTM-DQN agent is able to solve only about 30% of the quests on an average, given that the episodes are ended after 20 steps, whereas multi-task policy distillation was able to solve 100% of the quests. Even the average reward per episode obtained is much less than the best possible reward of 0.98.
Analysis of the embeddings learnt by the agent for words in vocabulary of games 1, 2, 3 showed that the embeddings learnt by this method are almost random. Even the semantically similar words are not clustering close to each other. Even though we have a set of text descriptions from different game sources, this method fails to generate robust embeddings. This could happen because the errors are not propagating steadily through the representation layer of the network, as the policy that the agent is learning keeps changing due to the policy iteration cycle of the Q-Learning algorithm [16] . Since, there are 3 sets of games we are learning here, the effective targets to the representation layer part of the network are even more unstable. This result agrees with similar result for convolutional DQN model in [11] .
Conclusion
In this paper, we applied the recently proposed policy distillation method [11] to text-based games. Our experiments verify that policy distillation is an effective approach even for LSTM-DQN where each game might have different vocabulary. We also provided an extensive analysis on how will distillation work when games have contradicting state dynamics. We provide visualizations that shed some light on the internal working of policy distillation agents. It will be interesting to see if the same analysis will hold for games with larger vocabulary space. Finally, we believe that this is an important step in the direction of designing agents that can expand their language in a completely online fashion (aka continual learning).
